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In the new world where the Internet business resembles with a large and distributed sea of links, using Cloud architectural model, the web-service interoperability and SOA model one could deploy an arguably new class/generation of apps/services that could leverage the marriage of these originally distinct computing models to be real smart, as autonomous, dynamic and agile, but open to integrate and adapt.
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1 Introduction

The Web Service Technology seems to have passed the over-hype phase by trying to reach to the maturity level that will finally enable its mass adoption. The Cloud computing era could be the trigger factor to overspread the web services as the foundation or the platform of choice for the Internet applications or, at a larger scale, for the Internet business systems.

In this regard, we believe that in the context of the marriage with cloud computing paradigm, the web service architecture could achieve some special advantages in the following directions:

- data access openness and standardization;
- autonomy of underlying supporting infrastructure;
- dynamic search and discovery using the already widely spread searching technologies like SEO (as Search Engine Optimization).

In fact, we believe that a new web services generation could come (must come?) on the stage of the business applications and technologies, in order to leverage the true opportunity of Cloud architecture in the Internet-based business processes area. The Cloud services providers made some strides on storage and office-based applications, but for the actual business platforms and application services the big wave is yet to come over.

In our opinion an enhanced support of business processes and business functions will have a major impact on the proliferation of the Cloud-based architectures. The current SaaS model (Software as a Service) that delivers business oriented applications has some serious limitations that slow down its adoption:

- preserving a quasi-monolithic approach regarding aggregation of the available business functions (integrated, but not enough modularized);
- deep dependency on the backend Cloud infrastructure (limited autonomy and agility);
- poor integration with other business oriented services, as they aren’t built with large-scale inter-connectivity in mind, and preserving a quite inflexible layered architecture that is clearly delimited between the boundaries of a business system template (limited openness to interchange data protocols).

As we will argue in the followings, the “smartness” capacity of the new kind of web services will be sustained on a sum of characteristics coming from three service models (see Fig.1), characteristics as agility, openness, dynamic, autonomous.

These characteristics could leverage a higher architectural level consisting in smart data integration in the web context, meaning: no more proprietary drivers to access data sources, no more proprietary and private encrypted data formats, no more static referencing or integrating data sources (smart as dynamic discovery and reference of valuable data sources).

We think that the business oriented web services will have to deal with, among others, at least two fundamental challenges, as they are stated in the SOA blueprints:

- business processes control or orchestration; one potential initiative in this area could be a form of standardization of some kind of event-based web services (we intend to argue and develop such architecture in a future paper);
- data query, data interchange and data management; the current paper will try to argue and outline a possible feasible architecture.
Concerning the special kind of data centric web services, we think that they have some characteristics that could make them even better suited with/into cloud based architectures, because:

- they are structured (borrowing some features from databases interoperability with traditional data oriented software components of the business systems) thus assuming:
  - structured (or, at least, semi-structured) data definitions (metadata);
  - structured and declarative data requests;
- they are data intensive:
  - taking into account the large data amount to interchange;
  - taking into account the data integration issues (the need for interchangeable data format);
  - taking into account the large data amount for storage;
  - taking into account the data processing computing capabilities (such as OLAP or Data Mining);
- they could be integrated into larger/aggregate/composed/derived structural architectures, thus implying:
  - data consolidation of heterogeneous data systems (integrated OLTP systems);
  - data aggregation for analytical processing specific to decision-making business processes (such as OLAP-based systems).

In this paper we will try to argue the advantages and the appropriate engineering principles to support such cloud-based data centric web services.

2 Backgrounds

As current state of the field we will present three service models which we consider the most influential to the technological features of the current Internet business systems.

**SOA and Web Services Models**

The Service Oriented Architecture propose a new and revolutionary distributed component model, mentioned sometimes as service oriented computing, and aimed to increase the efficiency and productivity [1:25-66] of business processes supported by the emerging Internet-based application systems.

SOA has the merit to introduce a new kind of technological “democracy” where the application systems are considered a federation per se, thus opening the doors to a new kind of logical distributed computing approach where the technological platforms are downgraded to the implementation or physical level. Here we have to mention that database design methodologies and systems have introduced/recognized for quite some time a system with three architectural levels: conceptual, logical and physical [2], [3]. In this context, the business process design with languages like BPMN covers the conceptual level (or the organizational, enterprise level), with languages like BPEL and web services specification covers the logical level, and with web services implementation platforms (like JEE or .NET) covers the third level, as one can see in Figure 2.
In other words, the data independence principle has to be recognized and could be applied also in the SOA context, because we think that this kind of architectures is indeed compatible with it. Although the database systems have recognized this principle and have even standardized the data access level, the interoperability issues still remained and broke the independence principle, consequently the federated database systems became a very complex and difficult research topic because of the heterogeneity of database systems and of the heterogeneity of their access protocols. SOA has been conceived as an evolutionary stage in the technological landscape of the distributed computing, but, although it borrowed many principles and design patterns [20] from the traditional distributed solutions and methodologies, we think that, in the end, this effort proves to be disruptive and revolutionary if we take into account, beyond the technological consequences, the (not so side) effects on the Internet business: e.g. virtual organizations become a practical kind of business enterprise in the specific context of SOA (see [4] and [5] for a methodological argumentation of virtual organizations or enterprises).

The need of service orientation [1: 81-85] came from the effort to surpass an entire class of complex issues and traditional solutions that, ultimately, ended by mixing the logic of business rules, the component integration and the physical interoperability into the same context or layer. The service principles stated to overcome these problems are the following:

- service loose coupling to minimize dependencies;
- service abstraction to minimize the availability of meta information;
- service composability to maximize the interoperable possibilities;
- standard service contract;
- service reusability to implement generic and reusable logic contract;
- service autonomy to implement the functional boundaries independently from runtime environments;
- statelessness services to free service logic from their state-management;
- service discoverability to implement communicative meta-information.

Consequently, one of the primary merits of the services consists in their characteristic of being agnostic to the application-specific logic with some important direct or indirect consequences, as those presented in [1:81-84]:

- increasing of data consistency and behavioral consistency and predictability;
- decreasing the dependencies in the same time with increasing reusability regarding business processes and configurations (increase agility).

SOA presumably involves some kind of centralized orchestration model as the SOA design patterns require; in this regard one could review the Service Controller pattern and the Workflow Connector pattern presented in [6]. The SOA architectural style imply that the involved services become, more or less, parts of an aggregate structure; therefore having a limited area of responsibility and action, as one could conclude from the discussion on service autonomy presented in [1:293-323]. Thereby the SOA “canonical” service model, with its “classic” service categories and their formal possibilities to integrate (couple), to reuse and to compose, proposes a loose-coupling architecture but in the context of a centralized approach, as in Fig.3. We think that this kind of model could limit, at some degree, the agility objective of SOA, and an alternative model centered on dynamic discovery and composability (autonomous services model) could leverage the context of Web services.
Web Services as a logical foundation of SOA
In our vision, the services are conceptually grounded as being “beyond the objects” at the architectural level (the Web Service Model is outlined in Fig.4). One of their most “suggestive” principles comes from the object oriented interface pattern [7], but, additional, the web services are agnostic to the programming level. In fact, the architectural principle of “separation of concerns” is generically assumed by the specific nature of the service concept. The services from the SOA architectures are somehow distinct from the Web Services due to the "technological agnostic" SOA principle [1:114-115]. Consequently, the enterprises have the freedom to choose the solution to declare or to specify the formal service definitions and the freedom to choose the implementation technology of the actual service components, as proprietary (EJB, .NET business components), message-oriented or Web based frameworks. In this context, the Web Service Technology has developed as the most appropriate “logical” foundation of SOA [1:45-50], to the extent that it adheres most “naturally” to the SOA service principles due to its extensive standardization (WSDL, XSD, SOAP, UDDI and WS-* extensions), contract-based inter-operability and document-oriented data interchange protocols. In fact, many consider that WS-Architecture as being a distinct and more “liberal” architectural style of SOA.

Cloud Platforms for Web Services
The Internet ready applications and the web hosting had a determinant influence to the “dot com” or “eCommerce” revolution. Beyond the broken economic model of the first generation of these business technologies and architectures, the cloud-based initiatives seem to be an evolutionary step ahead, from both points of view of business model and of technological model. In this context, it is important to mention that the companies that survived and proliferated despite the “dot com bubble burst”, like Google or Amazon, have reconsidered and have redesigned their web based applications and platforms from the ground up. In their vision, an iBusiness (as an internet or web-based business) or an iApplication (as an in-
Internet or web-based application) will be a link (an URL or URI) in a world of inter-related links [8:24-29], in fact a distributed model pulled up to an extreme. In this context, the key elements of cloud computing model [9:4-5] are:

- computing resources, wrapped up as commodities for web access;
- extremely easy access to web resources for clients (end users);
- business/economic model based on “pay just for what you use” principle.

In other words, cloud computing means dynamically delivering of scalable, elastic, shared and virtualized resource as services accessible over the Web [10:2-4].

Generally, the cloud services are considered to come in three flavors [10:16-17]:

- **SaaS**, Software as a Service, like Salesforce.com services, is considered as an evolution of the earliest Cloud initiatives named ASPs (Application Server Providers) that focused on delivering highly customizable and end-user oriented packaged and deployed applications that run entirely on the vertical infrastructure of the provider. One of the main evolutionary characteristics of SaaS is the customizability that it is heavily based on metadata interpreted at runtime and being, obviously, user-oriented (or client-oriented).

- **IaaS**, Infrastructure as a Service, with Amazon EC2 as the flagship initiative, is a questionable but determinant step to deliver more control of cloud resources to the clients. If SaaS could be considered as very business oriented and on top level of potential Cloud services, IaaS is considered as operating on the other end and is the area where virtualization of computing resources (software and hardware) gain full traction. In this context, one could build SOA architecture with full responsibility on managing and optimizing the supporting resources for services, having to take care to all dimensions of the architectural pyramid, but with a highly effective cost control.

- **PaaS**, Platform as a Service, with Google as one of the leading providers, is a veritable disruptive paradigm and has a major impact on the Web Services programming models: if IaaS allows to virtually install, manage and deploy software components on a full-blown application server in a very similar way as in a traditional, private context, PaaS should provide the control of the application server specific resources (but not to the application server itself) yet the performance levels will be controlled as a quality agreement with the provider. Consequently, Google App Engine could be viewed as a global, unique but highly distributed Application Server Environment. In this context the cost control could be even more effective being even more granular as in IaaS case: per open sessions, per user numbers, per calls etc. PaaS offers a very unique advantage for web service development and deployment: the clients should concentrate only on the business logic and on the architectural business aspects and should be less concerned on the low level performances or on other physical aspects.

No matter in what format cloud computing is delivered, the abstraction and virtualization [11:91-198] are the basic features of the Cloud model, presented in Fig.5, features that makes Cloud computing extremely complementary to Web Services, so that very often one can use just the simple term of Cloud Services.

We think that the IaaS strategy has an advantage over PaaS by potentially preserving the in-house services architectures that will be more likely to migrate to this kind of cloud computing, as the client could replicate their original deployment environment by configuring accordingly the cloud context. On the other side, the PaaS approach forces to redesign the deployment procedure and even to redesign the application logic of the existing web services, this way favoring building a new generation of web services to support business processes, but, in the same time, taking advantage of a new service programming model, as MapReduce [9:131-143] or Dev2.0 [9:143-157].
As the IaaS architecture resembles with the traditional but virtualized physical infrastructure of resources going down to the operating systems, the PaaS architecture abstracts the service resources like application engines, data stores and even file systems, along with some very active resources as memory cache or schedulers. Our opinion is that the PaaS architecture seems to be more compatible with the “canonical” service model from Fig.3.

The Cloud architectural platforms and their economic models focus mainly on performance (e.g. scalability) and costs. We think that this model is “criticisable” from some specific points of view:
- the cloud platforms tend to be proprietary and tend to limit the service deployment possibilities and make difficult if not impossible the deployment switching;
- even with many providers, the market seems to be excessively consolidated thus the clients easily become captive and this fact could prove a broken business model that is not focused on client, but on platform.

Consequently, even with the flexibility of the IaaS or PaaS model, the portability issues keep being relevant. We think that the standardization of each of the already established Cloud models (like Open Cloud Computing Interface, OCCI, family of specifications presented in [12]) has to be a desirable and that could prove to be a evolutionary step so that Cloud technological service model and Cloud service economic or market model could reach a real maturation level.

3 Discussions

In the background section we have tried to outline some of the defining characteristics of the paradigms of the three service models that will shape the Internet business of tomorrow. Our opinion is that these three service models have a set of compatible and complementary objectives and features. Consequently, we think that there is a need to converge them into a common but more powerful meta-model of services. The Web service model seems to be a natural fit for the SOA architectural model, and, in the same time, web services are becoming a determinant factor for the Cloud computing proliferation, especially in the PaaS format (see Table 1).

Table 1. Service Model Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOA Service Model</th>
<th>Cloud Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task service layer</td>
<td>WS as applications deployed on SaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity service layer</td>
<td>WS as data providers from DBaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility service layer</td>
<td>WS as web resources on IaaS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOA as Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The Data Web Services will be our use case that we will use in the followings to argue the convergence which could augment the Web Services determinant features. We will finally call them Smart Web Services.

In this context, the data centric services have some particular requirements that make them illustrative to analyze:

- (data) modeling requirements;
- (data structure) representation requirements;
- (data) resource (linking) requirements.

There isn’t a formal definition of the Data Web Services, but there are several approaches, related to data implications on the web services, like:

- the use of web services for accessing data and building distributed applications [13];
- SSOA, as semantic SOA, that implies ontology-based data exchange [14];
- the web services whose behavior is determined by their interactions with a repository of stored data [15];
- the web service architecture to optimize the exchange of large (XML) data volumes [16];
- the collection of interrelated web services to handle enterprise data access [17].

Presumably every kind of Web service uses some kind of data interchange procedure, at least to evaluate the parameters or arguments of web services operations. But there is a “class” of web services to which data represents the determinant or the dominant factor at least from the business logic perspective, relative to either:

- data interchange protocol (data access);
- data interoperability architecture;
- data resources (internal data storage).

From the SOA perspective the “most” data centric services revolve around the entity service layer [18:28], [1:485]. Some entity services will tend to have a coarse-grained functional scope because they are composed from other more granular data (or document) oriented along with their agnostic CRUD aggregated operations. For that matter, the entity services are sometimes presented as entity-centric business services or as simple as business entity services. They don't necessarily orchestrate business processes but they could be the common denominator of a set of inter-related process services, business process services, or simply orchestration services. Even though their database support is not obvious (the entity services being technologically agnostic and their ultimate scope being to assume the conceptual role played by database in traditional business information systems) are very likely to encapsulate database resources or to invoke infrastructure services that access inner databases.

The database support or database implications on entity services are more relevant from the perspective of their technological implementations on Cloud computing platforms. In this regard, the newly emerged Cloud platforms and their providers embraced two kinds of approaches [9:117], [10:136]:

- to provide database infrastructure services through IaaS platforms, thus preserving the traditional database technologies enhanced with IaaS specific scalability features, e.g. Amazon EBS Relational Services, Google SQL Cloud, and Oracle12C expected database version;
- to provide a new data storage infrastructure, thus entirely changing the database paradigm and aiming even to replace it with a new kind of storage services and a new kind of data oriented programming model, like Google’s DataStore based on BigTable data model with MapReduce programming model, Amazon’s SimpleDB data model with Hadoop on EC2 programming model.

Consequently, relational database systems have survived in the new era of cloud-based data storage, but facing great competition from so-called NoSQL systems designed to be highly scalable especially for reading access, but, in our opinion owning a broken data integrity model. In our opinion, there are three major Data Web Services flavors that form a variable geometry that could cover one or more of these three perspectives:

- Business Centric as Entity Services, whose primary role is structuring and orchestration of business entities;
- Distributed Data Access Centric, as Database Access and Integration Service, DAIS [19];
- Data Storage Management Centric, as heterogeneous and distributed data storage and scalable in memory (active) and persistent workloads.

We outlined that the service model of SOA could be completed with the Web Service Model, and, in the same time, could be completed with service model specific to Cloud Computing. In our opinion the intersection or the overlapping area of those three service models could define a new, enhanced or “smarter” service model.

In our vision, the Smart Data Web Services could be defined through an inter-related set of “smart”
features or capabilities like: dynamic and adaptive interoperability, autonomy and agility. Analyzing this complementary approach, we have identified at least three directions where the cumulative effects of the three outlined service models could make “smarter” the Web Data Access Services:

- dynamic data interchange with dynamic metadata;
- service discovery enhanced by specific techniques like Search Engine Optimization;
- distributed linked service queries;
- dynamic resource (as storage) service acquisition (for autonomy and agility).

4 Experimental Projects

In order to build a feasible technological framework to productively develop Data Web Services, we are implementing some experimental projects taking into account those directions outlined above.

Dynamic data interchange with dynamic metadata

There are several initiatives related to the normalization of the data access and the data interchange in the Web Services context, like the WSDAI standard specifications [19] or the SOA framework of the View-based Model-driven Data Access Architecture VMDA [21]. In this context, we have some practical achievements starting with the Service Data Objects specifications [22] whose defining features refer to:

- unifying the heterogeneous data resource access across different data source types;
- unified support for static and dynamic data types;
- support for disconnected programming models;
- enabling applications, tools and frameworks to more easily query, view, bind, update, and introspect data.

Fig. 6. SDO-based Web Data Service for Oracle Database

Using the Web Service model with the SDO standard implemented by the open source framework library of EclipseLink project, we have managed to ground a dynamic and agile data integration platform where the integration specific to the database federations have been addressed by turning object relational databases into Data Web Services, as in Fig. 6.

The SDO framework assumes self-describing XML data-sets containing inter-referenced data-objects that could be interchanged between data services in the context of SOA architecture. The XSD standard used to describe the SDO data sets is a natural fit to WSDL documents that contain the meta-data to describe interconnected Web Services.

Service discovery enhanced

Discoverability is one of the fundamental principles of service model (from SOA or from just plain Web Services Spec) having a major impact on reusability (developer does not need to build new services if there are other services providing the needed business functions or infrastructure functions). Also, we think that this principle has an overall impact on the agility of the dynamic
service architecture: agile services could *dynamic discover, interpret and dynamic-bind* to the resource-partner-services they need. This is a direct consequence of the separation of concern principle applied on SOA-WS systems so that every architectural component (Web Service) has to fulfill a clear delimited and modular function thus becoming a simple *link* that refers to other specific but distinct *linked functions* (from the Internet of Services). The standard Web Services specifications propose a protocol model based on service registries to store the WSDL-metadata needed to manage and dispatch the Web Services descriptions covering from real locations and declarative business functions (goals and requirements) to data-interchange protocols and invoking endpoints.

In our opinion, building, managing and promotion of this kind of service registries is a major bottleneck in the way of publishing and reusing Web Services in global architectures. The global architecture of Web Services could be a new Internet market for a new Internet business era where the very dynamic, virtual and collaborative enterprises will proliferate.

In this regard, we have started to develop an experimental proposal to use the existing searching infrastructure (meaning public search engines like Google and their enormous databases) as a huge and efficient *global web service search engine*. Our Web Service search (or discovery) protocol is based on these relatively simple but relevant principles and actions (sketched as a workflow in Fig. 7):

1. *registering* every Web Service as (or into) a regular web application/website using a range of techniques starting from the traditional HTML meta-tags to the very sophisticated online marketing strategies like paid Add-Words (see https://adwords.google.com/) or Add-URL messages (see http://www.google.com/intl/com/add_url.html);

2. *searching* by using the specific search engine APIs, like Google Search API that could be invoked using Restful Web Services protocol. A search query could have a special dynamic subset of filters to get only relevant results containing:
   - URLs that reference to WSDLs;
   - web pages containing WSDL URLs or containing whole descriptors either as meta-information, either folded into special nodes (visible or not) of JSON documents which are parse-able using a JS/JQuery functions;
   - direct URL to Web Service endpoints ready to be invoked right away;

3. *parsing* the resultset of the search query processed by the search engine and *discovering* the relevant results that could contain Web Services descriptions or WSDL-URLs for Web Services matching searching criteria;

4. *interpreting* the Web Services standard descriptions from WSDL and
   - get the WS-endpoints with their operations that could be invoked;
   - get the WS-data-interchange-format, maybe from SDO-XSD documents;

5. *checking WS availability* and *binding WS-endpoint-URLs* to the data resource descriptors from a local service registry, in order to be re-checked and reused without having to go throughout the entire search and discovery cycle.
Distributed linked service queries

There are several theoretical and technological frameworks to process distributed data resource queries like DQP, Distributed Query Processor, of Open Grid Services Architecture-Data Access and Integration Services initiative [19], [23]. In this regard we have started our own experiment using Oracle APEX platform in order to ground a feasible framework to parse and execute OLAP distributed queries where dimensional data links represent the distributed data resources accessible as Data Web Services. We are building a technological extension to the already present Oracle SQL OLAP language that is natively accessible from the APEX environment. Our extension allows the distributed Web Services links to be directly referenced into SQL queries (FROM clauses) being static described into a local metadata repository or dynamically resolved using a technique inspired from service discovery framework based on SEO, as we have already described.
This way could be developed an entire distinct Web Service computing model to build and to operate with a special type of Data Web Service, that we called OLAP-WebService as in Fig.8.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to analyze and to outline the defining characteristics of the current generation of Web Services and we have explored their “smart” opportunities for the upcoming potential Internet of services. We have identified a common service model of SOA, Web Services and Cloud Computing, which could enhanced the characteristics of its basic standards, specifications and platforms to describe truly dynamic, agile and autonomous Web Services.

We have explored some developing aspects of this kind of services, proposing some practical approaches like the dynamic discovering and linking protocol to achieve dynamic interoperability (and resource acquirement) between Web Services. In the near future we will start to experiment a method to dynamic deploy the Web Services into the global net of cloud platforms. Also, we intent to build a consistent and coherent development platform from these practical achievements, and to develop a set of measurements to assess the quality of these web services in order to further analyze their impact on the cloud service economic model.
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